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In response to the needs of today’s most 

sophisticated musicians, the Ibanez R & D 

feam proud to introduce a new age of 

electric guitars .... the Ibanez PRO LINE. 

Ibanez PRO LINE electrics utilize the latest 

developements in original hardware and 

pickup design, and have been specifically 

created to satisfy the most descriminating 

players. PRO LINE models feature a thin- 

ner, flatter, custom sized neck with a non 

gloss oil finish, and a new flat radius finger- 

board with large frets for fast, fluid playing. 

In addition, all PRO LINE models come 

equipped with the road proven PRO ROCK’R 

tremolo and TOPLOK locking nut system. 

PRI6GOPW 
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PRO Linz 

PR1660 The PR1660 proves that style and substance can make a winning package. Its unique “V” shaped body marks the 

PR1660 as a true rock’n roll classic. The PR1660 is equipped with 2 newly developed V5 pickups that deliver increased mid 
range and power. The PR1660 features an ebony fingerboard and all black hardware (including TEK-GRIP control knobs). Body 

finish is a newly developed Polar White, Controls - 1 volume, 1 tone, 3 way switch 

PR1550 The PR1550 epitomizes the current state of Ibanez guitar design. The stylish fashioning of its body is augmented 

by a rear body cut, enabling maximum playing comfort. 2 SUPER 7FT single coil pickups and 1 IBZ humbucking pickup are 

mounted directly into the body through the use of a unique mounting system pioneered by Ibanez. This “tub” style of mount 

ing has proven to be enormously successful in increasing sustain. Up to 11 different pickup combinations are available by using 
the 3 independent pickup switches and DUO SOUND control knob. The PR1550 also features the premier of the black PRO 

ROCK’R tremolo system and new Polar White finish 

PR1440 The PR1440 offers the same features as the PR1550 with the exception of its contoured body edge and the use of 

ebony for the fingerboard. Same large frets, same smooth action. The PR1440 comes stocked with 2 SUPER 7FT single 

coil pickups, 1 IBZ humbucking pickup (with DUO SOUND control) 3 individual pickup switches, 1 volume and 1 tone control 

Body finish is red with black hardware 

PR1550PW 

OIL FINISH NECK 

FLAT RADIUS 
FINGERBOARDS 

PRO LINE guitars feature thin, oi! finished necks for a smooth, natural feel and easy playing. As always, Ibanez quality is guaranteed. 1 

All PRO LINE models t lat radius fingerboards that enable clean, rapid-fire phra vd easy string bending 2 

MINI SWITCH ON THE Each pickup can be switched on or independently through the use of the MINI SWITCH. A total of 7 different pickup combinations are 

PR1440 AND PR1550 available in all 3 

PICKUP COMBINATION 4 

PRO ROCK'R 5 

TOP LOK The Ibanez TOP LOK locking nut system is designed in such a way that the strings sandwiched between two strengthened steel! plates, 

making neck adjustments a snap. ‘ 

TEK GRIP 7 

BODY DESIGN and PRI are identical in shape and size 

5 a 90° cut. The PRI660 is an update 
Each of the three Ibanez PRO LINE models feature unique, custom body designs. 

with the exception of their body cut. The PR1440 offers a contoured body cut while the 

on the classic rock’n roll 

V shaped body 

PR1440RD 

PRIG6OPW 
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Allan Holdsworth 

After two years of careful preparation by the Ibanez 

R & D team, the Allan Holdsworth model has finally 
arrived! Each detail of this guitar is carefully specified 
by Allan Holdsworth, enabling him to achieve the max- 

imum in musical range and expression. It is our honor 
to create this instrument in collaboration with this 
legendary musician, an artist noted for his virtuosic talent 
and taste. 

The body is constructed of select light weight Basswood 
with a specially constructed sound hole to produce an in- 
credibly dry, clear sound. The AH 10 also features a special 

pickup system, custom wound. for Allan Holdsworth. The 
Powerocker tremolo is made with an aluminum block, the 
material found most effective in enhancing rich overtones 
and pure harmonics. The string passes through the inside 
of the block, enabling maximum sustain, and the kind 

of tone Allan looks for in a guitar. Probably the most 

unique feature of the AH10 is its 254” scale neck 
with a custom 53 mm string pitch at the bridge. This 

is a much narrower spacing than an ordinary guitar, 
allowing for excellent string balance and perfect align- 
ment for the maximum in speed and feel. The neck 

is flat and wide, The fingerboard is arched in a 17inch 
radius and is finished with extra large Jim Dunlop =6100 

frets for comfort and handling. The AH10 is wired to 
ensure consistent tone at all volumes, giving it the 

versatility to handle any playing situation 

* 
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RS1010SL 

Designed for the high standards and 

professional. requirements of one.of the 

top studio and performing artists, the 

RS1010SL features an ebony fingerbo 

ard for smooth fingering and durability 

The front pickup is the Super 58 with 

its pleasing, warm output; the rear pi 

ckup is the SL Special which has more 

windings than the 58. Pro Rock’r and 
Top Lok provide the RS1010SL with 

easy, precise fine tuning. The RS1010: 

SL is finished in the stunningly beauti 

ful Marine Sunburst and is identified 

with Steve Lukather’s hallmark on the 

serial plate 

RS1300NT RSS30TR 

Dig 3 features an arched top body, which 

i a } natural sound completely different | ag \ 

standard flat body. The Top Lok set a 
p allows total freedom in neck adjustment, and |} GN }: | 

Pro Rock’r tremolo ensures perfect pitch af 

: end. The Super 58 humbucking pick- } am » 
$plit from humbucking to single coil 

»/Duo Sound System. The RS1300)) @i@ 1B 
é in Natural and Transparent Red with 

plated mounting ring and gold plated! ami }- 

In addition, black finish is available 

Kk parts 
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ut, at a concert, the spectator is 
thrown into a situation totally 
out of control. The stage ex- 

plodes into sound and light, you 

stand on a seat, people push up 
against you... Every second seems 

like an eternity, and your body is gripped 

by the waves of sound rolling off the stage... 
Whether you're ready or not, a new feel- 

ing takes control, and you become part 
of the action. Close your eyes and let your 

mind go blank. It’s not some thing you can 

think about, this rush of new sensations. 
Forget about what happened that day, your 
school, your job... The joy of a live perfor- 

mance is discovering a side of yourself you've 
never seen before, Step through the look- 

ing glass and see the world of light and 
color, sound and fury... 

* 

Whenever a show comes to town, there's 
always certain sights you can expect to see. 
Over there, by the.stadium door, there’s a 

guy sleeping, tangled hair, faded jeans... 

He's been outside the door for 24 hrs.,wait- 
ing for it all to happen. You see these fans 

at every show, in every city. Even in the 
worst weather, they endure long hours, even 

days in front of the stadium, waiting for the 

moment of truth. For them, the show 
starts when they find their place at the door. 
No, before that, the day the tour is an- 

nounced, 

The line grows longer and longer... 

the crowd outside the stadium gets larger, 
and they start to laugh with each other, 

party with each other, grow frenzied with 
anticipation. About the same time, large 

trucks arrive at the stadium, and skilled 
professionals in several fields begin their 
jobs. Roadies set up with lightning speed, 

and begin to lay down thousands of cables. 
Carefully selected sound gear, such as gui- 

tars, amps, and signal processing equipment 

is taken off the trucks in road cases, It’s 
the latest leg of a long journey, which start- 

ed back at the factory, where dedicated 
craftsmen painstakingly checked each guitar 
before putting it into its packing case. It’s 

food for thought for any young, aspiring 

guitar hero... 

DV7 

A blade-type pickup de- 
signed to maintain output 
during heavy string bend- 

ing. 

2V7T 

In-body direct mounting 

system. 

3)POWEROCKER 

Tremolo system featuring 
a rounded joint design 

and QUIK-CHANGE bridge. 

4)PHASE SWITCH 

The RS135 incorporate a 

phase switch into the 
electronic harness. 

RS135 
Equipped with the acclaimed POWEROCKER tremolo 

system, the RS135 represents another Ibanez breakthrough 

in professional features at an affordable price. A 22 fret 

maple neck and matching gloss finish on body and head 

stock is coupled with the brilliantly clear sound of the 

SUPER 5 pickup. Available colors are Black, White and 

Red. 

RS230 
The RS230 features a unique single coil set-up. The 

pickup is mounted directly on the body, making possi- 

ble a nearly never ending sustain that can’t be produced 

by guitars using a standard pickup mounting system 

The arch-bladed pickup the V7T is already known to 

satisfied players of the Ibanez RS430 its all black neck, 

POWEROCKER complete the extraordinary guitar. Availa 

ble colors are Black, White and Red. 

RS240 
The RS240 is a modified version of the RS230 that 
offers a different combination of pickups. This combi 

nation has proven to be a favorite among contemporary 
musicians. The RS240 features two V7T single coil 
pickups and one SUPER 70 humbucking pickup mount- 
ed directly in the body through use of the Ibanez “tub” 
mounting system. POWEROCKER tremolo system is 

standard on the RS240. Master volume and tone con- 
trols, plus a center pickup volume control in conjunction 
with a 3 way toggle switch offer a wide variety of pos- 
sible sounds. 

RS320 
A first glance at the RS320 presents a beautifully me- 
tallic combination of chrome plated mounting rings and 

hardware along with its 1 ply ivory binding. A second 
look reveals an impressive list of playing features s 

as the POWEROCKER tremolo with snap in/snap out 
arm; TOP LOK locking nut system, TEK GRIP control 
knobs and a side mounted jack. Body, neck and head- 
stock are done in a matching gloss finish. Available 
colors are Black, White and Red 

RS135WH RS135BK RS230RD RS240WH RS240RD RS320BK 
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Dual action PRO ROCK'R tremolo 
PRO ROCK'R & - 

i 
RCHED TOP 

AR350 

Based on the popular AR300, the AR350 

has two important additions: THE PRO 

ROCK’'R tremolo system and the TOP 

LOK II string clamp. Its rounded fulcrum 

point eliminates metal to metal friction 

the PRO ROCK’R liquid smooth giving 

tremolo action during even heavy arm use 

The TOP LOK II allows the neck of the 

AR350 to be adjusted easily with the 

clamp still in place and helps keep the 

guitar in tune, The Ibanez TRI SOUND 

system offers the guitarist nine distinct 

sound variations. Available Finishes are 

Polar White, Marine Sunburst and Fire Red 

AR350MS 



Ibanez AR300 Artist Series guitars 

feature SUPER 58 pickups and the 

exclusive Ibanez TRI-SOUND coil 

selector system. Each pickup may 

be individually selected for humbuck 

ing, single-coil or parallel coil ope 

ration, This provide a wealth of possible 

sounds. These features from a single 

instrument 

AR120 

A new addition to the established 

Artist line, the AR120 a much lighter 

body weight as a result of its carefully 

selected materials. Nevertheless, the 

AR120 readily conforms to the Artist 

tradition of a warm, pleasing sound 

SMOOTH TUNER machine head and a 

graphite nut guarantee tuning accuracy 

and stability. The SHORT STOP bridge 

tailpiece holds intonation setting firmly 

and allows all string vibrations to be 

transmitted to the body 

IBZ pickups, specially designed for 

both front and rear positions, feature 

a special casting for a stable, defined 

sound even at full volume. With the 

Duo-Sound system, you can switch 

from a warm, humbucking sound to 

a bright single coil sound at the touch 

of a pot 

AR3O0AV Eatcleleler-} 

(BZ 

SUPER 58 

QUIK CHANGE II 

SHORT STOP 

SMOOTH TUNER 

sking 
1 

», with smooth, warm 

umbucking sound. 
nabling quick 

ailpiece with 

eight adjustments 4 
shape of the SMOOTH 

Push on/off switch for changin 
configuration. 
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Designers at Ibanez are proud to introduce the shape Ibanez presents a DESTROYER guitar with three origi- DT380 
of the future, the XV500. Its unique design has not, nal graphic designs: Barbed Wire, Safari Red and Red 
however, eclipsed playability. Its radical looking yet Sun. We've used the PRO ROCK’R tremolo and TOP 

functional cutaway allows easy access to even the locking nut system to assure constant tunin: 

highest frets. A V5 pickup makes the XV500 soundag gol. os disks hea are use. Its looks and fiaiiabe 

as hot as it looks. The XV500 is available in Blue Half- “c ake this guitar the ultimate weapon for any heavy 
burst or Violet Halfburst. ; metal arsenal. N 
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DB700 

The seething excitement of the Destroyer guitar shape 

takes form in the bass with the DB700. An Accucast 
BI bridge which facilitates quick string change. The 

~ ~~ OT250WH e excellent combination of the J6 front pickup and J5 
 eiitiitetazceee ® Fee rear pickup in concert with the DUO-SOUND system 

tt 7 EEES= Eiie. | ® ® es allows the bassist a range from a thundering humbuck- 
= Cees ~ = = ® ing rumble to a slashing single coil sound 

t =, 
5 t 

t 
DT350 

A lightweight body, 22 fret rosewood fingerboard and 

easy playability make the DT350 a force to be reckoned 
with. Its rock’n roll looks are accentuated with a one 

ply black binding and black hardware. The PRO ROCK’R 

tremolo system makes tremolo playing and string changes 

a snap. The DT350 is available in Fire Red, Forest 

DT250TR 

| Green and Black. 

DT250 

| The DT250 combines aggressive design with a power- 

ful, heavily wound V5 pickup for the appearance and 

sound necessary for today’s masters of metal. The 

controls are surprisingly simple. Single tone and single 
volume controls are capped off with nonslip TEK GRIP 

knobs. Black and white models both feature rosewood 

fretboards. The brilliant Transparent Red (TR) model 

has a maple fretboard the same color as the body and 
headstock. The DT250 is available in Black, Transparent 

Red, and White. 

DT350FG 

22 
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RB960 

The RB96O has an original arch-top body 
beautifully outlined by an ivory and black 

binding. The neck, with its 24 fret rose- 
wood fingerboard, is set at a precise an- 

gle for ideal string tension, tight sound 

and long, sonorous sustain. Its J60, 
a low impedance output pickup com- 

pletely shuts out hum and mechanical 

noise. The RB96O is available in Black 

or Polar White. 

RB850 

The new Ibanez RB850 bass was designed 
for the player who requires his instru- 

ment to have the size, style and playa- 

bility of a custom made bass’at half the 

price. By carving a top arch on the body 

we found that not only is the playability 

improved but a much brighter sound is 

achieved. 

GRAPHITE The use of graphite for the nut was 

NUT a natural. An extremely hard surface 

it endures the constant friction pro- 
duced by the strings without mar. 

Polished to mirrored smoothness it helps to prolong 
String life and resists snagging and detuning the strings 
during tremolo use. 

e 

RB850RV 

J6 Pickup featuring 16 pole pieces for a 
perfectly balanced sound. 

ACCU-CAST BII Adjustable QUIK-CHANGE 
tailpiece for bass. 
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RB760 

The new Deluxe RB760 is a small body bass that 

delivers full size bass response. The RB760 features 

the popular 24 fret neck with a rosewood finger 

board as well as a graphite nut designed through 

Vibration Model Analysis testing. The twin bladed 

JV7 pickup combines splendidly with the P5S for 

a wide range of tone variation 

SI 
‘'v v RB760RD 

firepstetetstat spelt tit 

RB760WH RB760BK 

is defined 

in just one sound. A shout, a 

crack of a snare drum, the ring 
of a guite ord... It’s another 

world. Everyone is captured by 

that moment, that release. The 
sound attacks the audience. It fills your 
head, your heart, your lungs. Everyone's 
on their feet, and you feel like you're being 

he start of the show Every musician has his own voice, his own 

way of expressing his artistry. George 

Benson picks the strings of his Ibanez GB 

10, and the sound is cool and fluid, smooth 
and seductive. When Gary Moore's left 

hand races up the neck of his RS guitar, he’s 
fighting himself to make the music come a- 

live. John Scofield excites his AS and AM 
guitars into action, until they become one 

swept away. Onstage, the guitarist takes™~ «withthe sound in his head. And when Sting 
revenge for all the time lost-learning his 
craft, paying his dues. All his feelings about 
life, love, a certain girl, a town he’s just 
left, come through in his playing. The au- 
dience can sense the musician's emotion, 
and their response feeds his onstage energy. 
Everything ig at-a fever pitch. The sound: 
travels to all corners of the stadium. What’s 

~th@™Roman. games. The band and c: 

1VCe 

Nie te 's kind of like a giant par- body 
ty,"mi 160d lust-of ocr Nd at temperature. rm a ; »~ 

mix to produce™the-sound of a battle, or 
some bizarre circus, a great play at the Su- 
per Bowl, or the Malibu surf. And in the 
midst of all this Chaos, the distinctive sound 
of one guitar rings through. 

handles his MC Bass, he’s lecturing to the 
audience about his philosophy, just like 
he did back in school. When Mike Porcaro 
plays, he’s sharing the freedom of expression 
he gets with his Polar White MG wath the 
crowd. Pat Metheney takes his AR and 
splashes his style of modern art on a canvas 
of air. And when Phil Collen waves his DT 
in the air, he’s raising the crowd’s body 

ener 
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‘ians all over the world 
are using Ibar instruments 

to make an impact, to find 

their own voice. And when 

they do, the audience has 

the time of its life. 
With the final encore, the union of player and 

audience is complete. Everything becomes 

quiet and dark. As the cool night air hits 

you, you realize you've changed. You've 
discovered something within yourself, a new 

feeling, a sound... You want to be part of 
what you've just seen. After the show, 

everything is quickly broken down and pack- 

ed away. When the trucks leave, there is 
silence. Every live performance is a bridge 

to the next performance. ‘There is a chance 

that, someday, the young person slee’ 

in front of the lium door will be pla 
onstage under thousands of spotlights. Tha 

because every ssional musician began 

their journey in the same way as that per- 

son. They used to be part of the audience. 

We don't know if you're part of the audi- 

ence or a performer. But we do know what 
you demand from a live performance. We 

at Ibanez are improving our technology and 

artistry, to bring you state of the art guitar 

craftmenship... on every stage around, in 

every corner of the world. We make gui- 

tars that put you in the spotlight, to make 

what's going on in your head happen on the 

fretboard. 

y profe. 

Next time you’re at a show, look 
for all the Ibanez Star Performers. 
Shouldn’t you be one? 

RE STANDARD 

RB680 

The RB68O features two new J50 pickups designed for this jazz style 

bass. Its tone is tight and bright and you can quickly achieve favourite 

sounds or new tone variations with the BALANCER. TEK GRIP knobs 

provide a firm hold for easy adjustments. The RB680 uses the ACCU CAST 

BII bridge which allows quick string changes and height adjustments 

The carefully calibrated mass and weight of the BII allows even the heaviest 
bass notes to be transmitted fully to the body. The RB680O is available 

in Black and Red 

RB680BK al=tst=10]518) . 

RB650 

The RB650 offers the best of both worlds by featuring the versatility of 

the SUPER P4 pickup in combination with the SUPER J4, for round full 

bass, crisp snapping treble. With a full 34° scale lengthy maple neck on 

basswood birch body, the RB650 bass is a valuable addition to any 

ORIGINAL check player's collection Available in Black, Burgundy or 

White finishes 

RB630 

The research in V.M.A. was even more important for the development 

of the Roadstar I] Standard Basses. The vibrations of a bass guitar 

string require exacting body specifications. A redesigned headstock and 

neck plus the use of basswood for the body yielded the optimum results 

The RB630 bass offers Ibanez HERCULES B precision tuning machines 

and the SUPER P4 pickup for a full, rich sound with plenty of punch 

The RB630 is available in Black or Burgundy 

RB650WH 

leaturing a si 
designed molded 



MC924 & 940 

The MC924 is the apex of bass guitar de- 
sign. Neck-through-body construction with 
its durability and sustain are joined with 

the best materials for superior sound quality 
and playability. The power saving electronic 

circuitry of the J6O pickup is cast inside the 

pickup for a noiseless, natural bass sound. 

The 24 fret ebony fretboard assists smooth, 
easy fingering. Three colors are available 

for the MC924: Black, Dark Stain, or Polar 

White. 
The MC940 is the fretless version of the 
MC924. Black and Dark Stain are the a- 

vailable finishes. 

SMOOTH HEEL (MC) 

A smooth neck to body joint which increases playing 

comfort and allows access to the highest frets 

| 

MC924BK 
] 

MC924PW | MC940BK 
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MC824 

The 1985 MC Series retains its well known 

silhouette and ck-through-body de 

sign. These from Ibanez 

feature a y and ne | 

The 

ty of operation and a wide 

2 variations. The MC824 

available in Black, Polar White, or Dark 

Stain 

ng 16 pole pieces for a pe 

O SOUND 
Push on/off itch changes pick: ‘onfiguration. 

MC824DS MC824BK MC824PW 

ee a ere 
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The GB10 captures the versatile essence that is George 

Benson's hallmark. The unique down-sized full hollow 

body design, along with the ebony bridge, adjustable 

tailpiece and floating pickups create an instrument 

of remarkable response and character The GB10's 

wide range of sounds has inspired pop, rock, jazz 

LRIOAV 

and fusion players alike to new levels of creative expres 

sion. Experience the playing excitement that comes 

GB10 from the quality and versatility of the GB10 

LR10 

The LR10 represents a fresh, no- 

nonsense approach to the classic thin- 

line semi acoustic. It's specially de- 

signed neck combines maple and 

mahogany for added warmth and 

sustain. Custom pickups provide the 

bite and clarity desired by semi-acoustic 

players. The unique foamfilled side 

ambers prevent feedback while al- 

ing the acoustic character of the 
instrument to ring tone. The LR10 

redefines the semi-acoustic and gives 

it the soul and fire it deserves 

GEORGE BI 
GB1OBS 



JP20 

The JP20 embodies the impeccable style and 

intimate feel of a jazz legend. The unique full. 
body design and offset Super 58 pickup pro 
vide the JP20 with unparalleled tonal balance 

throughout the entire range of the instrument 
The JP20 features a solid ebony bridge and 
tailpiece for exceptional warmth, The head 
stock, neck and bridge angles provide the JP. 
20 with unusual sensitivity & dynamic response 

JP20BS JOE PASS 

FG100 

The FG100 full acoustic brings a 
traditional design to its finest re- 
alization. The improved structural 
design provides superior acoustic 

balance for cleaner lows and a 

more brilliant high end. the bridge, 

neck and headstock geometry bring 

the FG100 to life with the feel 
and response of a truly profes- 
sional instrument. Two Super 

58 pickups capture the full-bodied 

sound of FG100, The FG100 
full acoustic electric... for the dis- 
criminating traditionalist 

FG100NT 37 



The most exquisite Stage- 

master. The AM205 fea- 

tures the choicest materials | 

and Ibanez famous attention 
to detail. A classy rendering | 

of this exciting new design. | 

GIBRALTAR I! AS200 

(Hieventidoee dents apse | The AS200 is the truly su- | 
up of all moving parts | perlative semi acoustic. The | 

| AS200 utilizes a high-grade 
curly maple top, one-piece 

mahogany neck and an ebony 

fingerboard. Super 58 pick- 

ups and a tri-sound switch 

combine to make the AS200 
today’s classic thinline 

IBZ 

The newest in solid cast 

humbucking pickups. 
AM75 

The same guitar as the AM70 but with the liquid smooth 

Pro Rock’r tremolo, the AM75 features a beautiful com- 

bination of semi-acoustic sound and rock power. Pro 

Rock’r makes accidental mistunings a thing of the past 

with its properly torqued fine tuning screws. Major tun 

ing adjustments are easily accomplished with this unique 

system. The AM75 is available in Black finish 

TOP LOK I 

String locking nut system 
for angled head stook 

~ 

> 

or ce 
AS200AV iy 

The AS80 is an exceptional | 

semi acoustic at an excep- 
tional price. Its all maple 

construction provides smooth, 

warm sound and effortless 

sustain 

SMOOTH TUNER 

A smooth tuming, "no-snap’ | 

machine head, el With its bold black finish and pickups, the AM70 aug- 
(Ne ments the AM series of small, comfortably sized semi 

acoustics. Its Short Stop bridge/tailpiece allows each 

‘3 note to be perfectly transmitted to the body with prac- 

a tically no loss of vibration. The original stud system | 
gives each string the proper tension and enables easy 

| set-up of various string heights. The AM70 uses IBZ pick- | 

Iaaagi UPS which are designed specifically for use in either bridge 

; ha ° a ao neck position The AM70 is available in Black finish 

SHORT STOP eg ; 
Combination bridge- 
tailpiece with wide 

range of string height 
adjustments. 



Type of Pole Piece 

PICKUP CHART 

eae, Cat. = Pickup 2 

| RSA YEIOO soe SUPER 70 | sa| (= 
YE102 "SUPER 58 
YE109 SL Special 
YE107 | V5 ( 

§ YE108F _ | (BZ (Front) | 
= YE108R | 1BZ (Rear) 

YE104 LR Special 
J YE105, 106 GB | 

YE153 | SUPER 5 
YE154 SUPER 7 | 
YE155 | V7 

| YE180 1 P4 
YE184 J4 

YE182 P5S 
YE183 J5S 

YE185 J50 

YE186 Wv7 
YE181 | J6 
YE187 | J60 

= Pwaliel 

HUMBUCKING PICKUPS ow volume. The polarity of the magnet in the 

‘The Super 58 is a “Vintage” style humbucker. Al- 
though a plate covers the pickup, it has a warm 

to its high resonant frequency and the 
The Super 58 has 

It shielding to make sure no mechanical 
or hum interferes with its pleasing, sweet 

pickup for the Age of Metal, the V5 has heavily 
wound coils for 4 powerful but warm distortion sound, 
The 5 x S8mm arched blade bar with its original con- 
suction produces an entirely Gapless magnet: field 
to maintain subtle characteristics or tricky phrases and 
runs 
The IBZ is a triple magnet pickup with separate de- 
signs for bridge and neck positions to create a hot, fat 
sound. The Super 58 and V5 with their wax-hard- 
ened colls and the IBZ with its perfect cast inside 
assure stability of sound without feedback even at 
full volume, 

SINGLE COIL PICKUPS 
The number of wraps in each Ibanez single coil 
pickup has been carefully chosen for an ideal reso- 
ant frequency and proper coil inductance. The 
‘Super 5, a traditional molded pickup with six ex- 
posed polepieces is cast inside to create a smooth, 
sharp tone. The V7 is a blade-type pickup design- 
ed fo maintain output during heavy string bending. 
The use of 42 gauge wite on both the Super 7 and 
V7 makes their sound powerful and clear even at 

middle pickup has been reversed to cancel noise 
and achieve the desired sound in the half-tone po- 
sition (use of the middle pickup with either the 
bridge or neck pickup). 

BASS PICKUPS I 
The J5S is a single coil pickup with eight polepie- 
ces. Each string’s Vibration is completely covered 
by the strong magnetic fleld of two polepieces, the 
Coll has been wound for a distinct, smooth output 

and a splendid low-end response. The JV7 is a 

twin blade pickup with a hum cancelling system. 

Que to its bar (blade) polepiece, response is even 
from lows to highs. Both the JSS and JV7 are re- 
commended for the bridge position, The J50's 
Strong magnet in conjunction with its specially de- 

signed, molded cover produces a warm and pleas- 
ing natural bass sound. 

Pickup Surface 

BASS PICKUPS II 
The colls of the J6 are wound for the strong, wide 
range magnetic field of 16 polepiece, This provides 
a high output with no sacrifice of treble clarity, The 
push-push pots of the Duo-sound system offers 
easy transition from humbucking to single coil, The 
PSS is designed for the neck position and combine 
beautifully with either the JV5 or JSS. With 
adequate resistance for a good low-end respon: 
and its high output, the P5S produces a: strong, 
vibrant sound, ‘The P4 is a standard split pickup 
with powerful output for a full, gutsy sound 

Data 

[KHz] 

5.30 

4.65 

3.75 

3.20 

3.60 

3.95 

3.80 
3.45 

5.25 

6.05 

PASSIVE CIRCUIT 

0UO SOUND AND TRI SOUND SYSTEM 
When solecting the single coll mode through 
the Use of the DUO SOUNO or TRISOUND sys- 
tems, only the inside coil of each pickup is ac- 
tive, When both the front and rear pickups 
changed to the single coil mode, the tone br 
comes noticeably milder 

Bridge @ 

(2) When selecting the single coll mode through 
use of the DUO SOUND SYSTEM on Bass Gui- 
tars; only the coil toward the neck position of 
each pickup Is active, 

Bridge > Neck 

@0U0 SOUND SYSTEM 
The Volume and Tone controls Incorporate "push- 
‘on/push-olf” switches that change the pickups 
configuration from humbucking to single coll at the 
touch of the knob, 

@TRI-SOUND SELECTOR SWITCH 
The SUPER 58 pickup is equipped with the tbanez 
TRI-SOUND selector switch. Select either hum- 
bucking, single oF parallel coll operation at the flip 
‘of the switch, With the three-position pickup selector, 

nossible colorful and imaginative sounds. 

Resonant 

Frequency Crh 

@ BALANCER CONTROL 
Pickup balance of RB680, R6760, RBE50 and MC- 
824 can be controlled by the BALANCE CONTROL 
SYSTEM. You can achieve your favorite sound by 
using one knob. 

@MINU SWITCH of PRI440 and PRI 
Each pickup can be switched on/ot independently. 
by the "MINI SWITCH’. 7 kinds of the pickup com- 
binations are available in all. 

DUO SOUND 

2 
TRI-SOUNO 

a3’ ** 
@ SD 2, 

[ oe, 4 

BALANCER, MINI SWITCH 

a :. 
Rear Fro’ @ 

etl 

Tone Character 

ACTIVE CIRCUIT 
LOW IMPEDANCE PICKUP 
re) 
he J60 represents the first Ibanez pickup with 

an internal pre-amp. With its power saving circul- 
try cast inside the pickup, the J60 offers noise- 

ftee operation and an extraordinarily clear bass 
sound, even in heavily percussive playing styles. 
The humbucking set-up and low impedance out- 
put of the J60 eliminates hum, buzz and extra- 
neous noise 

@SPECIFICATIONS J60 

Inductance 64 mH 
Resonant Frequency 190 kHz 
Outout Impedance 7.98 k 
Olitout Noise ~80 dBV 
Current Requirement at 9V 80 microamps 
Battery Life 1900 hours 
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IBANEZ HARDWARE GUIDE 

Following our HARD ROCKER and POWEROCKER. 
Ibanez R & D introduces you to the PRO ROCK’'R 
tremolo system with confidence. The PRO ROCK’R 
possesses all the features demanded of today's 
remolo systems inching locking nut and fine tuners, 
Dual action allows use of tremolo from extreme 
pitch bends to the most sensitive vibfato. The 
tremolo arm itself has our fast snap in/snap out 
feature set nearer to the fulcrum, so atm control is 
Smoother and softer. Through the use of a special 
washer, tremolo arm playing is extremely smooth 
Ail metal to metal friction is eliminated, Another 
splended feature of the Ibanez PRO ROCK'R is its 
fine tuning system. This new system offers true- 
fine tuning that is so accurate and so easy to use, 
you can even calitrate while playing. Together 
With the TOP LOK system, the PRO ROCK'R is a 
perfect device. 

ADJUSTMENT PARTS 

DD Anchor 
achuatment ? 

Apel eQi Oey 
@ String pressure 
pad x 

5) Pressure pad Gt 
screw 

tuning 
screw 

D Brdge sadaio 
ae 

adjustment 

® Soring tension ¥ 
‘agiustmont 
screw , 1 49 im node eka —— 

1) Spring 
1B Spring lock 

screw 
2 Aim Holder 
14 Under plate 
ADJUSTMENT 
J, To sot bridge height turn adjustment screw 2 
2, To set string action tum adjustment screw 3) 
3, To change string turn pressure pad screw\S) 
4. To fine tune the string turn adjustment screw 
5. To set intonation loose screw(7iand turn adjustment 

screw(i) 
6, To lock the saddle turn holding screw'?’ 

TREMOLO ARM AND HOLDER 

SNAP IN/SNAP OUT TREMOLO ARM 
(PRO ROCK’R and POWEROCKER) 
Put the arm into the arm holder at a 90° angle to the 
holder, Push the arm in at position (© 
Note: Attempting to push the arm in at position (A) or 

may resutt in damage to the arm due to uneven 
pressure, 

C 8 A 

MAINTAINING DESIRE TORQUE/CHANGING 

TEFLON WASHERS 
Changing the Teflon washers will enable you to regain 
the desired torque. When changing the washers, be 
‘sure to follow these instructions carefully 

1) Remove the old washer, 
2} Make sure the right side of the naw washer is facing 

up. 
9) Insert the new washer. 

Unless these Instructions ave followed, damage to tho 
acm may result 
REMEMBER: This is a precision engineered instrument. 
‘Any error in setup may result in unsatisfactory pertor- 
merce, 

The new TOP LOK string clamping system is con- 
structed of two pieces of top quality hardened steel 
which assures a solid hold once tightened. The 
TOP LOK system was designed so that neck ad- 
justments can be easity made even with the clamp 
still in place, 

The secure locking action of the Ibanez Top Lok 
system is now available on guitars with angled 

headstocks. Top Lok Il Is made with the highest 
quality hardened steel to assure a tight, precise 
hold. Stay in tune and maintain tension balance 
with Top Lok I! from Ibanez 
OPERATING INSTRUCTION 

TD) Loosen the screws, (A) for ist, 2nd. 
® for Srd, 4th.) for 5th, 6th. 

2) Insert strings through the openings. Wind strings on 
machine heads, Tune the strings. (Stings must be 
stretched.) 
Tighton the screws, 

ADJUSTMENT 

See st Se Ss 
_ POWEROCKER 
Years ago the tremolo on your guitar was used as 

@ standby for a bit of effect during solo licks. Today 

the tremolo bridge on a guitar has emerged as an 
indispensable tool, as important to musical expres- 

sion as the guitar itself, With the tremolo bridge 
coming into its own again Ibanez studied the de- 
sign and developed a tremolo bridge that enables 

the smoothest rocking action, while maintaining tun- 
Ing, plus the original concept of quick sting change. 
The POWEROCKER follows in the tradition of the 

Hard Rocker in utilizing rounded joint surfaces for 
Smoother, more durable bridge action. All moving 

parts of the POWEROCKER are synchronized to 

provide a sensitive and responsive tension. The 

tremolo arm itself snaps into place relieving the ag- 

gravating problems of stripped thread and arn swing 

The POWEROCKER also allows for quick string 

changes by putting the string end where it should 

be, in the bridge block itself. This positioning not 

provides fast string set up, but as V.MA. studies 

have shown only provides better transmission of 

vibrations for brighter sound and longer sustain. 

ADJUSTMENT PARTS 

SPLIT DRAWING OF “POWEROCKER” 

As shown on the diagram the ball end of the string 
fimly anchored in the bridge block. This unique arrange~ 
mentallows the vibrations originating from the strings to 
transmit clearly through the bridge, providing brighter 
soundand longer sustain 

STRING ACTION INSTRUCTIONS 

DTo set sting action tum adjusting screw A 
B)To Set intonation tum adjusting scrow <B 

_»® 

ROUNDED JOINT SURFACE 
The importance of the rounded jont has been croved superior 
by the Hard Rocker tremolo bridge. The smooth motion 
between the contacting metal parts of the bridge e 
friction resulting in responsive arm action and longer 
bridge life. 

Ibanez Artists have long been recognized for the 
incredible amount of sustain and warmth they pos- 

ess, One of the main reasons behing their ability 

produce such rich and powerful sound can be 
tributed to the use of the Gibraltar bridge and 
tailpiece. The new Gibraltar If bridge incorporates 
sevetal design changes making It easier and more 

ctive to use than ever. 

Overall bridge height adjustments are made through 
the use of two thumb wheels (located one on either 
end) and then held in position by corresponding 
locking bolts. Intonation adjustments are worked 
similarly by adjusting and securoly locking the sad- 
dle into position through the use of two separate 
screws, The ability 10 lock-up all moving parts 
on the Gibraltar If bridge ingures you of correct. 
constant height and intonation settings. 

ADJUSTMENT 

Ea 

ng screw for the 
ijual saddle. 

1 D Lox 

) 
Lacking estew for 

ZG: SA tho antiro bridge 

Adjustment screw 
4 t tor the beidgo 
‘Adiustment screw for height. 
intonation. 

1. Loosen the screw <T counter clockwise (1 po each at 
both ends of the bridge) 

2. Adjust the screw @ to your desired bridge height 
8. Tighton the screw (2) to lock position...clockwise it 

DG oach at ends of the bridge) 
4. Loosen the screw (3) counter clockwise 
5. Set intonation by turning the screw 4 

1A) Turn tho screw counter clockwise if the harmonic 
oto at 12th trot i lower than the fundamental note. 

{B) Tun the screw clockwise if the harmonic note at 
42th frot is higher than the fundamental note, 

Tighten the screw (3) 40 lock position. clockwise aftor 
the Intonation acjustment is completed 

\ eee 
SHOR’ TC 

Recognizing the problems with previous bridge/ 
tallprece designs, Ibanez has totally redesigned the 
bridge/tailpiece to tival the best “separates” avail- 
able today. The bridge maintains a perfectly straight 
String line to reduce string tension loss across the 
bridge. The revolutionary two-piece saddle design 
prevents “saddle rattle’ with a slotted sadcle guide, 
The saddle height is easily adjusted with a single 
screw, The strings are anchored with the "angled 
slot’ design for easy string change. 

ADJUSTMENT 

2 Locking screw for the 
individual saddle, 

Adjustment screw, i 
{Orne Adjustment screw 

for bridge height 

1, Adjust the screw (i> to your dosired bridge height 
(1 pe each at both: ends of the bridge) 
Loosen the screw @) counter clockwise, 

4, Set the intonation by turning tne screw 
(A) Tum the screw clockwise it the harmonic note 

at Y2th fret is lower than the fundamental note, 
(B) Tum the screw counter clockwise if the harmonic 

note at 12th Het is higher than the fundamental 
note, 

4. Tighten tho screw | to lock position. .clockwise atter 
the Intonation adjustment is completed 

FEATURE 

COMPARISON OF ORDINARY TYPE BRIDGE TAILPIECE 
AND “SHORT STOP” UNDER THE STRING TENSION, 

1. PRESET TILTING ANGLE 
The "SHORT STOP" is designed to solve the tikting 
angie problem causes by string tension which ss seen 

fow tight on ordinary type bridge tailpiece, The 
solution to this is an adequate string angle which 
liminates string buzz problem: 

SHORT STOP OTHER TYPE 

2. WIDER ADJUSTMENT RANGE OF BRIDGE ANGLE 
The "SHORT STOP" has created mae possbilties tor 
wider adjustment range, 

SHORT STOP 

The Ibanez ACCU CAST Bil bridge/tailpiece is a 
low mass design for full transition of string vibrations. 
to the body. Each string rests fitmly on the saddle 
for maximum sustain and rock steady response 
even heavily percussive playing styles. String height 
is individually adjusted with a single screw. 

OTHER TYPE 

ADJUSTMENT 

‘Serow for hoight Scrow for 
aghistment intonation 

a abjusiment, 

fj 5 
@ 

(A) The bridge units woight has been reduced lighter 
briage. 

(8) One screw for height adjustment..simple, easy, less 
trouble. 

SIDE VIEW 

1) Sctew for height adjustment, 
2 Screw for intonation adjustment 
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FUNCTIONS 

BK, RD, WH BASSWOOD MAPLE POWEROCKER | SUPERSX3 1V, 1T, SWAY 
| BK, RD, WH  |BASSWOOD |“ MAPLE | ROSEWOOD POWEROCKER V7TX3 2V, 17, 3WAY 

| BK,RD,WH |BASSWOOD —|-—« MAPLE | ROSEWOOD POWEROCKER V7Tx2,S70x1 | 2V, IT, SWAY / | As240 
[ | BK, RD, WH | BASSWOOD —|-—s«&MAPLE | ROSEWOOD POWEROCKER | IBZX2 1V, 17, 3WAY / | s320 
| | BK, FG, WH | BASSWOOD | MAPLE | ROSEWOOD PRO ROCK’R V7x3 1V, 17, SWAY TOP LOK | rs«o | 

BK, FR, RV, WH | BASSWOOD MAPLE ROSEWOOD PRO ROCK’R $7X2,V5X1 17, SWAY TOP LOK rst | 
| BK, PH, PW | ARCHED BASS. |_-MAPLE | ROSEWOOD PRO ROCK’R IBZX2 17, WAY TOP LOK Y ps625 
| BK, MS, TR, PW. FLAMEM+BASS | MAPLE | ROSEWOOD PRO ROCK’R IBZx2 17, 3WAY TOP LOK | S530 
"ms [ARCH BM+BASS | MAPLE | EBONY PRO ROCK'R $58X1,SLSPX1 | 1V, 17, SWAY TOP LOK ‘Tastes. | 

BK, NT, TR ARCH BM+BASS | MAPLE ROSEWOOD PRO ROCK’R S58X 2 , 1T, SWAY TOP LOK 

AR120 BK, RD BASSWOOD SHORT STOP IBZX2 2V, 2T, 3WAY MAPLE 3PLY ROSEWOOD / ART20 

AR300 AV, CS FLAME M+MAHO | MAPLE 3PLY EBONY GIBRALTAR Il, QIl S58xX2 2V, 2T, SWAY / AR300 

AR350 FR, MS, PW FLAME M+MAHO | MAPLE 3PLY EBONY S58x2 2V, 2T, 3WAY PRO ROCK'R 

Pw 

RB630 BK, BY BASSWOOD MAPLE STANDARD PaXt 
RB650 |_8K, BY, WH | BASSWOOD | MAPLE | / STANDARD P4X1S4X1 / | e060 | 
RB68O BK, RD BASSWOOD MAPLE ROSEWOOD ACCU CAST BIl | J50x2 / 8680 
RB760 | BK, RD,WH  |BASSWOOD | ~MAPLESPL_—~|~—« ROSEWOOD ACCU CAST BIL | P5SX4JV7x1 | ‘1V, 17, 1BL / | 8760 

__-RBB50 | BK, FR, RV, WH | ARCHED BASS | MAPLE 3PL_ | ROSEWOOD ACCUCASTBIL | J6x2 ——|_‘1V, FT, 1BL (ee | 8860 a 
RB960 BK, PW ARCHED BASS MAPLE 3PL ; ROSEWOOD ACCU CAST BI J60X2 2V, 2T 

| BIRCH PLY MAPLE 3PLY | ROSEWOOD SHORT STOP IBZX2 2v, 
BIRCH PLY | MAPLESPLY | ROSEWOOD 1 Ouliae |LOat | TprorockrR | 18zx2 | aver,away | | | 

lav “Tpurt MAHO. | MAHO1PC. ——s&EBONY a Re front “GIBRALTAR II, gil | ssex2..-~«|-av,2T,away | | | / | r] 
| AV, CH | BIRCH PLY | MAPLE 3PLY | ROSEwoooD | | C 5 “GIBRALTAR Il, QIl | ssex2 «| -av,at,.away | | | | 7 

“lav ~ | FLAMED MAPLE | MAHO1PC | EBONY eal <a Kon To] GIBRALTAR Il, Ql | S58x2 —~«|-_‘2V, 27, SWAY [cua Lig 
f = | BS,NT [MAPLE PLY MAPLE 3PLY | ROSEWOOD | _ _20F sO.) 5 ROS); Wee aes ROSEWOOD | Ssex2_—|_2V, 27, sway |__| a eile : 

BS, NT SPRUCE+MAPLE | MAPLE 3PLY EBONY EBONY GBX2 2V, 2T, 3WAY / 
| Bs | SPRUCE+MAPLE | MAPLE 3PLY | EBONY ) EBONY [esate allie aleeni / f 

4 | AV "FLAMED MAPLE | M+MAHO+M | JACARANDA Ges Pex hss] SPECIAL | LR SPx2 | av.er.away || | le gay eats 
T : TUB STYLE 

F : FLAT MOLDED SURFACE 






